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Founded in 2003, National Rail Enquiries (NRE) is the U.K.’s premier 
source for train times and tickets and one of the most popular travel 
sites in the country. 

In January 2012, NRE sought a programmatic partner 
that would help maximize its revenue potential without 
interrupting customer experience on the site. After 
reviewing several technology partners, NRE decided to 
work with PubMatic because of the company’s hands-on, 
consultative approach, its proven track record in helping 
premium publishers build cross-device monetization 
strategies and its unique focus on the needs of the 
modern publisher, all while ensuring brand safety is top  
of mind.

THE STORY  
BEHIND THE SUCCESS

Optimize monetization on all mobile 
web and app inventory 

Scale the publisher’s high quality 
inventory across multiple demand 
sources  

Maintain the integrity of the site with 
seamless, uninterrupted consumer 
experiences

UNIQUE USERS 
ACROSS ALL  
PLATFORMS 

10M+ 8.9M+ 
SMART PHONE APP 

 DOWNLOADS

PUBMATIC SOLVED 
NRE'S PAIN POINTS 
WITH 3 KEY STRATEGIES

1.
2.

3.

11M
AD IMPRESSIONS 

PER DAY



To meet these goals, PubMatic helped NRE execute 
a strategy focused on data-driven monetization and 
cross-platform programmatic strategies. First, on the 
monetization side, NRE was able to use PubMatic’s 
platform to better leverage its valuable first-party data, 
which includes demographic, location and device 
information. By integrating this data into the bulk of 
its ad impressions, NRE was able to help its brand 
advertisers target consumers with highly relevant 
advertising messages.

By packaging mobile inventory with highly specific 
parameters, creating premium inventory packages for 
brand advertisers, PubMatic helps drive the publisher's 
revenue and maintains the trust and transparency its 
consumers rely on. PubMatic has put additional brand 
safety measures in place to ease any concerns that NRE 
may have about interrupting the customer experience 
on its site.

A TAILORED APPROACH 

Employing enriched tags in the second half of 2014 
enabled NRE to capture device ID from iOS and 
Android apps and using PubMatic’s mobile suite, 
NRE have seen a 65% increase in revenue across 
its mobile, web and app offering. With the growth 
and success of mobile inventory, PMP has also 

proven to be a successful revenue driver across all 
channels. Additionally, because of the first-party 
data integration, NRE saw an increase in average 
eCPMs of 25% for its ad inventory from February 
2012 to April 2016.

SUCCESS BY THE NUMBERS

Working with PubMatic, we have seen a significant 
uplift in mobile revenue whilst adhering to our 
core values of user experience and transparency. 
Creating relevant, customized experiences for 
our customers comes first. PubMatic’s core has 
always been tech, service and the user experience 
first, ticking all the boxes for us.

...The integrity of our site must be matched by 
the integrity of my partners and PubMatic have 
never let me down in this regard. PubMatic is the 
long-term partner that we were looking for; they 
recognize our focus, but also our concerns around 
the importance of brand safety and trust.”

—Jonathan McCauley-Oliver, Online Sales Manager, NRE

“

“

ABOUT PUBMATIC
PubMatic is the leading marketing automation software company 
for publishers. Through real-time analytics, yield management, 
and workflow automation, PubMatic enables publishers to make 
smarter inventory decisions and improve revenue performance. 
Focused on serving the needs of premium publishers, PubMatic 
inspires buyer confidence by providing flexibility in audience 
discovery and planning media campaigns through its Media Buyer 
Console and APIs. The company’s marketing automation software 
platform provides a global roster of comScore publishers with a 
single view into their advertiser relationships across every screen, 
every channel and every format. PubMatic was ranked by Deloitte 
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as one of the fastest growing companies in the US Internet sector 
for the fourth consecutive year in 2015. The company has offices 
worldwide, and is headquartered in Redwood City, California.

ABOUT NATIONAL RAIL ENQUIRIES 
National Rail Enquiries is the main source of rail information in 
Britain, providing passengers with everything they need to know 
about travelling by train. By enabling passengers to obtain all 
of their travel information in one place, NRE provides the train 
operators with £1 billion of ticket sales opportunities each year.

CONTACT
For more information, please contact us at info@pubmatic.com


